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WRITE NOW

7 Steps to Find Focus and Start 
Your Next Writing Project

workbook
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PROJECT NAME NOTES/IDEAS

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

STEP 1: DREAM BIG

One thing at a time should be your mantra, but let’s figure out what your one thing is, shall we?
Write down a few projects you’d like to work on (such as drafting a book proposal, writing an 

article, or blogging more regularly), plus any details floating around in your head.
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STEP 2: GET REAL

The project I’ll focus my energy on now is:

What can I give up in order to make time to write? How can I modify my schedule?

What do I need in order to move forward? (List any tools, desires, or support.)

Time to choose. From your list, pick one project to focus on right now. (Save the rest of your ideas 
for later.) Choose what feels most natural. If the idea of starting a memoir feels daunting but a 
newsletter seems manageable, there’s your answer.

STEP 3: CONDUCT A TIME & TOOLS AUDIT

As Marie Forleo likes to say, if it’s not scheduled, it doesn’t exist. It’s time to take a serious, honest 
look at where you’re spending your time and identify space where your project can fit. This might 
mean eliminating drinks with friends Thursday night, staying up late, or taking back your lunch 
break.

Next, tools. Take stock of anything you’ll need to pursue your project. Do you need software or a 
library card, or can you start today with a blank sheet of paper?
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TIP: BE KIND TO YOURSELF

Remember, you might not be productive at all times. This is completely ok. 

The lunch break you set aside to write might be derailed by a meeting. Your daughter might need to 
be picked up from daycare early.

Your in-laws are in town.

You might decide to get a pedicure instead. You might simply be tired. Life happens.

As you go, update your support team. Remind your family that 30 minutes before bed is personal 
time, or say no to drinks with coworkers. 

Do whatever you need to do.

And always, always give yourself permission to rest without judgement, then get back on schedule 
when you can.
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STEP 4: 

SET A REALISTIC GOAL

My realistic goal is:

If you have a full-time job, don’t expect 
to write a book proposal in a month. Try 
three months. If you’re blogging, aim for 
two posts per month, not two per week. 
You get the idea. 

STEP 5: 

TELL SOMEONE

My support team includes:

Single? Tell a friend. Married? Inform 
your spouse. Blogger? Tell your readers. 
An announcement helps hold you 
accountable (in a good way!), and 
support from your inner circle helps 
ensure a smooth transition.

STEP 6: 

GRATITUDE

Think of a few things you’re grateful 
for as it relates to your writing life. For 
example, your job pays the bills so you 
can write short stories, or your writing 
nook helps you feel inspired.

STEP 7: 

REFLECTION

You’ve likely made significant inroads 
towards a writing goal, so celebrate the 
milestone! After a month or two, look 
back at what you’ve accomplished and 
be proud of wherever you are.
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WRITING PROJECT OVERVIEW

PROJECT NAME:

REALISTIC TIMELINE:

PROJECT DETAILS:

HOW I’LL FIT WRITING INTO MY SCHEDULE:

WHO WILL HOLD ME ACCOUNTABLE AND PROVIDE ENCOURAGEMENT:
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